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The Patachitra style of Bengal is one of the oldest surviving traditional art styles in the eastern part of the Indian subcontinent. In Patachitra, the painted image contains the narratives of the folk deities, mythologies, folklores of Bengal, executed by the Patua clan. The contemporary Pata painters are renowned for inculcating various perceptible attributes in their art works apart from the practice of antiquated traditional technicalities mastered through generations. The aim of this research study is to focus on these successively altering and visually intriguing attributes in the traditional Pata Paintings and to point out the fact that the contemporary Pata painters gradually receding themselves from the performativity of the oral narration which is an integral part of the Pata painting. To support the main discourse, the paper will draw an elaborate comparative analysis between two distinct examples of the Pata Paintings, among which one was based on the traditional theme while the other was created on the contemporary theme, by highlighting on their thematic, iconic and semantic conceptions.
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